PPR

USERS’ GUIDE

Make Every Vote Count — Always.ca is a Canadian non-partisan initiative for electoral reform, which
advocates a much fairer and truly democratic voting system that fulfills the bold promise of its name!

It’s called PPR , which stands for Perfect Proportional Representation + Instant Runoff Voting. It was
inspired by our Government’s promise to “Make Every Vote Count” which it was specifically designed to
fulfill. It also enables everyone—voters, politicians and parties—to practice more honest democracy!
Here’s what everyone needs to know about PPR

, to make it work for their best advantage:

Why is PPR
the first voting system to come with a Users’ Guide? Because it’s so different in how it works,
and the power it gives to voters. All voters, politicians and parties will need to adapt their strategies to the new
political realities—based on an honest voting system that liberates voters.

What PPR

means for Citizens:

1. Every citizen should vote, and PPR
gives people better reasons to vote—in particular by making every
vote count—always!
2. PPR
also gives more power to voters, and better ways to express their true preferences.

Under Canada’s existing ‘First-Past-the-Post’ (FPP) voting system, the largest block of citizens is often those
who do not vote. Democracy should be one of our most cherished freedoms, and it’s a sad reflection that so
many citizens see no reason to vote. But the high levels of disinterest are partly a result of the FPP voting
system.
Under FPP, many votes are ‘wasted’ and have no impact on the outcome. Probably the best thing about
PPR
is that it is designed to ensure that ‘every vote counts—always’! Hopefully this will provide the
motivation for many disillusioned citizens to become voters!

What PPR

means for Voters:

1. Every voter should always vote honestly for their true 1st-preference.
2. Every voter should also vote for as many other preferences as they wish. This is recommended because the
1st-preference (or next preference) might be eliminated. IRV may involve a number of elimination rounds
(just like the process used at leadership conventions) until the winner is elected with a majority (50%+).
3. Through PPR, every 1st-preference vote will always be counted—on every vote in Parliament. Each
citizen’s vote is entrusted to, and cast in Parliament by, an elected member (either the voter’s own
candidate or, if that person is defeated, their vote is reallocated to an elected member of that party, within
the same province if possible).

PPR
is fundamentally based on a challenging new political concept: Honesty! It calls upon all voters to
vote Honestly—for their truly preferred candidate(s) or parties. And it guarantees to produce Honest election
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outcomes—that always elect the ‘rightful’ winners, and truly reflect the honestly expressed ‘will of the people’!
No other voting system can make such bold claims.
But it all begins with the citizens voting honestly—and ‘risk-free’—for their true ‘1st choice’. This contrasts with
the common practice under FPP where many voters are coerced into giving away their single vote to some
candidate or party they don’t really like, as their best hope to defeat some other candidate or party that they
really don’t like (i.e. the ‘lesser of evils’ syndrome).
PPR
rescues voters from this dilemma by liberating all voters to cast risk-free votes for their true
preferences. This is the ‘game changing’ improvement and defining characteristic of PPR .
The direct benefits from PPR

include:

 IRV always elects the ‘rightful’ winner—i.e. the candidate who is most acceptable to a majority of voters
(rather than a beneficiary of ‘vote splitting’).
 PPR always ensures that the balance of voting power in parliament is an undistorted reflection of the true
and freely expressed ‘will of the people’, corresponding directly to the total votes obtained by each party.
 PPR eliminates the possibility of ‘wasted votes’, or votes thrown away by the voting system.

What PPR

means for Politicians:

1. Candidates should seek to build secondary support from those who prefer other parties or candidates,
because IRV requires a majority (50%) to be elected.
2. Politicians should seek every opportunity to engage in politics more positively and less negatively.
3. Upon election, with majority governments being less likely under PPR, representatives should seek to
build consensus and cross-party collaborative relationships to more effectively serve the people.

Most politicians should welcome the prospect of a new voting system based upon Honesty. PPR
ensures
Honest election outcomes, and it promotes more Honest behaviors by citizens, politicians and parties. In
particular, IRV guarantees to always elect the ‘rightful’ winning candidate and party (rather than a beneficiary
of ‘vote splitting’).

But it is PPR that will produce the most profound impact of Honest outcomes, ending FPP’s systemic distortion
of the ‘will of the people’ which invariably benefits the Government—to the detriment of the Opposition and
the People. PPR will end FPP’s history of arrogant majority rule, often with less than 40% of the popular vote
and 25% public support, and often based on divisive politics.
Politicians will be liberated from the negative practices that gained advantage under FPP, which many of them
probably abhorred. Likewise, they will be rewarded by adopting more positive practices, like constructive
cooperation across party lines, to more effectively serve public needs and interests. Similarly, politics should
become more civilized as all parties and candidates are motivated to seek secondary support from those who
prefer others, and the overall focus and conduct of election campaigns should become more positive.

What PPR

means for the Political Parties:

1. Political parties should seek to build secondary support from those who prefer other parties, as the best
strategy for electing the most members under IRV’s requirement of a majority (50%) to be elected.
2. They should seek every opportunity—and particularly in election campaigning—to engage in politics more
positively and less negatively. Under PPR , parties should attract more popular support by focusing on
issues and policies rather than personality attacks.
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3. PPR will determine the election outcome—with the parliamentary voting power of each party being
perfectly proportional (indeed exactly equal) to their national vote total. So the real goal for each party is
to maximize their national vote, to give them the best chance of forming government or participating in
a coalition (perhaps informal).
4. Political gamesmanship of the past (e.g. gerrymandering, divisive politics etc., which gained political
advantage under FPP) have no place under the PPR
voting system.
Honesty in politics will be a major jolt for some parties and their ‘backroom’ boys. The negative behaviors and
strategies that have been the basis of success under FPP will have to be superseded by more positive behaviors
and strategies for success under PPR .
Divisive policies and strategies won’t work anymore. And it’s more likely that elections will result in minority
governments and perhaps coalitions. So arrogant and manipulative leadership styles should be replaced with
consensus-building skills.

PPR would be particularly beneficial to the smaller parties—not because it gives them any advantages; rather, it
liberates them and their supporters from the systemic discrimination and debilitating handicaps imposed on
them by FPP.
In conclusion, it is the fundamental Honesty of PPR
benefits to all parties, including:

that will provide a ‘level playing field’ with many

 Always ensures that the government is formed by the ‘rightful’ winner—i.e. the party or coalition (perhaps
informal) with majority support.
 Always ensures that parties should not be disadvantaged by ‘vote splitting’ (presuming that similar parties
would be open to some collaborative arrangement).
 Always ensures that the balance of voting power in parliament is an undistorted reflection of the true and
freely expressed ‘will of the people’, corresponding directly to the national vote total obtained by each
party.
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